The uncertainties of closed borders and visa delays will mean that many international students who intended to attend university abroad in the next academic year will either be unable or unwilling to do so.

The following proposal outlines how we can together serve students as we face this international crisis.
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The University of Arizona Global Campus
PARTNERING TOGETHER TO DELIVER DREAMS

AMERICAN DEGREE PATHWAY PROGRAM

ADMISSION TO ARIZONA

UARIZONA TRANSCRIPT

MULTIPLE PATHWAYS
The American Degree Pathway Program enables incoming freshmen to earn up to two years of direct, undergraduate credits from the University of Arizona through a mix of online and in-person courses offered on your campus. With our American Degree Pathway Program students can begin virtually any major. Students will be fully admitted to the University of Arizona, receive an Arizona transcript, and have the option to continue at any Arizona campus or another accredited U.S. university when ready and able.
WHAT DOES THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PROVIDE?

- Inclusion in University of Arizona Microcampus Network
- Special discounted pricing accessible to students, through your university
- Large selection of top-ranked Arizona Online courses (approximately 600 unique courses)
- Multiple degree pathways to almost any major (over 270 different majors)
- Professors to teach online courses
- Academic advising and support
- Access to our Center for English as a Second Language (CESL) Endorsement Pathway – delivered online, or in-person by your faculty
- Connection to the Arizona main campus through “Arizona Live,” with curated lectures, workshops, music, dance, and sporting events
- Official University of Arizona transcript
- Marketing, recruitment, and admissions
- Transition advisors to support students moving to the Arizona main campus, continuing online, or transferring to another U.S. university
- Billing and collection of tuition (if allowed by local law)
- Scholarships to students who continue their study at the main campus in Tucson
WHAT DO YOU PROVIDE?

- Faculty to deliver a limited set of in-person University of Arizona courses, as Global Lecturers for the University of Arizona
- Access to your campus and facilities
- Study space, computer lab, and internet access for Arizona students
- Space for group work and collaboration
- Inclusion in your student programming and activities
- Opportunities for social networking and community building
- On-ground tutors and academic support
- Exam proctoring
- Navigation of regulatory environment and help securing any necessary approvals
- Help with marketing and student recruitment
- Housing, if available (for separate fee)
- Billing and collection of tuition (if necessary per local law)
- Designated space for Arizona branding
ONLINE CONVENIENCE IN-PERSON COMMUNITY

ARIZONA ONLINE STUDENTS ON YOUR CAMPUS

ARIZONA ONLINE  ON CAMPUS EXPERIENCE  FULL DEGREES
Offer local students our top-ranked Arizona Online program with discounted pricing through your university. Students would have access to your campus, facilities, and services – providing them a unique in-person college experience, with the convenience of an online education. This model would attract students who are unable to study abroad but who desire a U.S. education, providing a way to grow your campus community.
Study Arizona offers Global Campus online students the opportunity to spend a full semester at the University of Arizona’s main campus at a significantly reduced tuition rate. Through this program, Global Campus online students study alongside domestic Arizona students at our beautiful campus in Tucson, Arizona.
WHAT DOES THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PROVIDE?

- Inclusion in University of Arizona Microcampus Network
- Special discounted pricing accessible to students only through your university
- High-demand, high-quality online degree programs (over 60 unique degrees)
- Professors for all online courses
- Academic advising and support
- Official University of Arizona transcript and degree, upon completion
- Access to our Center for English as a Second Language (CESL) Endorsement Pathway – delivered online, or in-person by your faculty
- Connection to Arizona main campus through “Arizona Live,” with curated Arizona lectures, workshops, music, dance, and sporting events
- Marketing, recruitment, and admissions
- Transition advisors to support students moving to Arizona main campus, continuing online, or transferring to another U.S. university
- Billing and collection of tuition (if allowed by local law)
- Discounted pricing for Study Arizona, a semester of study at our Tucson campus
WHAT DO YOU PROVIDE?

- Faculty to deliver a limited set of in-person University of Arizona courses, as Global Lecturers for the University of Arizona
- Access to your campus and facilities
- Study space, computer lab, and internet access for Arizona students
- Space for group work and collaboration
- Inclusion in your student programming and activities
- Opportunities for social networking and community building
- On-ground tutors and academic support
- Exam proctoring
- Navigation of regulatory environment and help securing necessary approvals, if any
- Housing, if available (for separate fee)
- Help with local marketing and student recruitment
- Billing and collection of tuition (if necessary per local law)
- Designated space for Arizona branding
Business Administration  
Cyber Operations  
Computer Science*  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Psychology  
Law  
Informatics  
Network Operations  
Economy and Industry  
Nutritional Science  
Geographic Information Systems Technology  
Agricultural and Resource Economics  
Biosystems Analytics and Technology  
Personal and Family Financial Planning  
Retailing and Consumer Science  
Government and Public Service  
Administration of Justice  
Early Childhood Education  
Human Services  
Organizational Leadership and Regional Commerce  
Regional Commerce  
Intelligence and Information Operations  
Sustainable Built Environments  
Environmental Science  
Literacy, Learning, and Leadership (LLL)  
Africana Studies  
Global Studies  
History  
Information Science and eSociety  
Philosophy: Ethics Specialization  
Political Science  
Studies of Global Media  
Arts, Media & Entertainment  
Global & Intercultural Understanding  

*Coming Soon
Electrical and Computer Engineering MS
International Security MA
Accounting MS
Industrial Engineering MS
Mechanical Engineering MS
Material Science and Engineering MS
Library and Information Science MA
Geographic Information Systems Technology MS
Master of Laws LLM
Master of Laws in International Trade & Business Law
Entrepreneurship MS
Master of Engineering in Innovation, Sustainability, and Entrepreneurship
Human Rights MA
Education Policy MA
Special Education MA
Clinical Systems Leadership RN to MS
Studies of Global Media MA
Master of Legal Studies MLS

DOCTORATE
Education Leadership EdD
Nursing Practice – Informatics DNP
Nursing Practice – Executive Health Systems Leadership DNP
Precision Science, Data and Systems Science, Health Determinants Science PhD
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